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studies  such  as  Latin  and Greek  for  being  useless. We  can  see  typical 
responses of colleges to the criticism in the reports written by the faculties of 
Amherst and Yale. The Amherst Report of 1827 accommodated  itself  to  the 
public need, and tried to fill  the gap between academia and civic society by 
omitting Greek and Latin  from graduation requirements. The Yale report of 
1828, on  the other hand, asserted  that  the  traditional college education was 
practical and maintained the old curriculum. 




the gulf between  town and college community  share  the  social  context on 
which this college dispute in the 1820s was based. The college of old times is 
also depicted as an  ivory  tower. Scholars and neighborhood  inhabitants are 
divided  into  two different groups. The division  seems  to  reflect one  in  the 
1820s.












　　 In Fanshawe’s  case,  community appears as a  result  of more abstract 
thinking. He realizes, through Ellen, that there are “ties” which unite different 






contemplation. His attitude  tells us  that a  scholar  could  feel  in  touch with 
community through his or her academic pursuits.






which not only binds different  individuals  together but also  lies beneath the 
divided cultures. Turning now to  the present state of affairs  in our country, 
there  is  an  increasing demand  for  usefulness  and practicality  in  higher 
education. Even  in this predicament, we could see rays of hope  in Edward’s 
experiential and Fanshawe’s academic approaches  in getting  in  touch with 
their community.
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